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Foal numero uno for 2023!
 

One down, 299ish to go! Yesterday morning we welcomed a strong Savabeel �lly out of G3 winner

Montoya Star. A healthy and smooth process, we couldn't be happier - she's a ripper.
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Mark and Charlie are back! We are so fortunate that the kids on-farm can experience this beautiful

process! Welcome to the world, little one. Click the link below to watch the episode where we

welcomed foal one of 2023.

Click for Mark & Charlie video.

NZB crew visit WS
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It was a pleasure to have the New Zealand Bloodstock team on-farm this week to inspect our next

crop of youngsters. Click the link below to view Mark's Mail, where he chats with Kane, Mike and

Andrew.

Click here to watch the video.

Catch-ups with I Wish I Win
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Mark and Pip visited I Wish I Win last weekend. It was a fantastic morning with the Moody Racing

Stable team and the Entain Group checking in on our Everest contender. Thank you to Moods and

Katherine for putting on the awesome morning.

#IWishIWinTheEverest

We couldn't do it without them!

Meet Amanda Clark...
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1. Introduce yourself & how long you have worked at WS?

Hello, I am Amanda, and it’s coming up 9 years since I started at WS.

2. What previous experiences have led you to where you are? 

I have been dairy farming with my husband for over 20 plus years, including goats for a bit and I

love gardening.

3. Go-to beverage?

I do love a gin but am partial to a rum on a cold winter's night. 

4. What section of the farm do you mainly work in, and what do you enjoy about it?
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Maintenance. I have a varied job description, from setting up our beautiful guest houses to

maintaining the beautiful areas around the stud. I enjoy working on such a gorgeous property with

a great team.

5. Explain the highlight of your career so far.

There have been a lot, but watching I Wish I Win go across the line to win the Golden Eagle at the

White Horse with everyone was de�nitely very exciting!!

6. A piece of advice you would give someone...

Save as much as you can and invest in property as soon as you are able.

Tivaci kicked off the season in style

Tivaci kicked off the new season with a smart winner. 3YO �lly Planned Encounter (ex Date Night)

charged home from last-to-�rst to score on debut under Michael Hellyer for Neil Hocking at

Doomben. Bred on-farm, she is a $140k Karaka graduate. Congratulations to all involved!
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READ THE
WHISPERS
AROUND WAIKATO
THIS WEEK… 
 
There are plenty of 'tipping
experts' amongst the Waikato
team. It's time they show us
what they're made of…

 

WEWILLROCK

Horse: Wewillrock (2018 El Roca x Princess Michella
gelding)
Trainer(s): John O'Shea / Guy Lowry
Jockey: Tyler Schiller
Upcoming Race: Race 8, G2 Missile Stakes 1200m

Comment: Strong field - look out Sydney if he does win!
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So, we have had the opportunity to understand the aims and aspirations of our new wagering

company, Entain. With three of the new innovators visiting Waikato Stud, do I feel inspired? Of

course, I do. After all, two of them have been part of our TAB for 10 years, so naturally, they can't be

held accountable. No, that's not the right word, responsible. No, none of the past they have been

part of. Still, they have con�dence that we are on the path to better prospects. Who is the "we" you

may well ask? Well, we are the recipients of the bottom line. You know, one of the owners of the ten

percent of the horses who have paid their way as a result of winning races. Note the plural. Hang

on, what about those who only win a race? Well, we all know the winning half of $14k, less the 15%

�oat fees, may leave us with under $5k. Just as well training fees have been constrained to only

$120 a day, so we have recovered 40 days of the cost.

 

I wonder if it's our fault. Perhaps we should be breeding racehorses that achieve racing �tness

quicker. Anyway, the ten of you know all of this. But, it's about to get better. I congratulate Entain

on their proposed innovation - new bet types. This innovation is designed to increase participation

and, therefore, a better bottom line for us to share. I have pointed out before that a number of you

ten were believers that a paring of the costs would not only be easy but we would be the

bene�ciaries. Not so, any savings go to Entain's back pocket. It will be very interesting to follow, but

then why would we be privy to how they run their side of the equation? Our deal is based on �fty

percent of the margin of turnover. So let's hope the upcoming innovations pay the anticipated

dividends, with an average takeout of 14% on the four-legged sports. Every $100m increase results

in $7m across the codes, so roughly $3.6m to galloping. Sports betting struggles to net 4%. We used

to get half of 2%, split between the three codes, so $1.2m to galloping. Now, the TAB believes
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sports are the lead into wagering on our sports. I hope they're right because we are unlike

Australia, I believe every $100 sports bet is taking a share of our turnover.

 

If Entain drives turnover up $500m, say our codes $300m, we - that is galloping - bene�t by 55% of

$21m. Entain, on the other hand, gets the full $21m. Let's assume they squeeze the margin up to

6% on sports, then another lazy $6m. Now we, as the betting agent for sports, used to receive 50%

of their margin. Now, it would appear we are no longer recognized as the underwriters of TAB,

relinquishing our right to any equity we may have believed we were entitled to.

 

For all that, Entain has taken a commercial risk, guaranteeing the next �ve years' returns. Let's hope

they are successful. If, as we critics of the previous administration believe, they can pare the costs

by 10% - and they will - there is another lazy $15m.

 

So you can see why I have questioned the past performances. The enthusiasm of the remaining

administrators is positive. If they are right, then do we have the right to point the �nger, or is it the

need for new capital and innovation that will lift us to greater heights?

 

Whatever happens will be determined by the ability to increase turnover. The analogy of the

chicken or the egg, better horses and �elds increase wagering. Wagering creates the better bottom

line, which increases ownership. What we are being offered is a better app, innovation, more

importantly, enthusiasm which we haven't had for the last ten years.

 

Our joining Trackside as the slot holders of a place in the $20m Everest is a vote of con�dence. Let's

hope the ten of you get behind NZ's "I Wish I Win" - they have.

 

Cheers,

 

G
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